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am as uneasy today as I was then • 
• -- I 
Apart from a smal I teenage Sunday 
School class years ago. I have never 
addressed a religious gathering. 
But I try to do what Bi I I Spann 
asks me to do. He says I am not 
expected to give a sermon. 
T_tl is ~ n~~ra~ed me to I ook 
back at what I s~id in San Francisco. 
I talked then about the diminishing 
influence/ in our society/ of what 
~ '~u~ 
/'YI- .:)a,u. P~- (o~, 
j ~~ He 
1 ~ ~ ~i/6? ~ -9 
I 
• A ca I I ed "humanizing inst i tut i ans:" 
• 
• 
the home, the church , a nd the school. 
-
These priceless institutions 
have inst i I I ed in our young/ the va I ues ,J 
that unti I recently/ sustained western 
civilization. These include duty, 
honor, loyalty, patriotism, belief in 
the work ethic, and~ the worthiness 
of religion. 
It seems appropri a te, as we meet 
here in New York, to talk about two 
native sons of ~ his state/ whose I i ves 
exemplify these values: Charles Evans ...,.., 
Hughes/ and Benjamin Na than GardOzo. 
As their remarka ble careers of 






audience, j wi I I talk only about the 
influences that shaped a nd inspired 
their I ives -- primarily in the 
formative younger years. I also wi I I 
emphasize i;_beir perceptiory/2hat duty 
is an essential value/ of a worthwhile 
and enduring society. 
✓ 
Few men in our history~have had 
JI 
a higher sense of dut3/tha n Chief 
Justice Hughes/ and Mr. Justice Cardozo. 
Both rejected personal ga in as a goal, 
~ - - - - '- -.... ---- _. --t .... ·----
em p has i zing throughout their careers/ 
devotion to the service of mankind. 
Charles Evans Hughes was the 
only son of a Baptist minister and a 
I 
loving and highly intel I igent mother. 






ministry, his mother de voted most of 
her wakin g moments to his instruction. 
At three, youn g Hu ghes wa s reading/ 
at five, he was fami I i ar with the 
New - T~stament, and ~ nodding 
I\ 
acqu a intance with French a nd German. 
p-P-i-m-e~r s • 
Under his mother's tutel ag e, he 
bec a me proficient ea rly in "~ a l 
a rithmetic." His mother,._~ 
guide d hi m/ throu gh a l I tha t his f a ther's 
l ar ge I ibr ary had to offer. Perh a ps 
Hu ghes' extr aordinary i nte I I ec1/and ... ~ · 
self: discipl ine/ ca n be tr aced ba ck to 
this early tr a inin g within the family. 
Religious tra inin g also infused -
his early years. Even when riding his 
~~~ 
5 • 
• hobby:horse / young Hughes would take 
• 
• 
imaginary trips up and down the land 
of Palestine. 
At an early age, he was taught 
that there is something greater than -
ourselves, / somethin g beyond individual 
, 
desires, · a greater good 'for which each 
ma n should strive. 
He graduated at ag e 12/ from the 
foremost public school of New York City/ 
th en a t tend e d Co I g a t e (-f\4&<4-1-s on {J o I I e g e 
a-t ~h·a--t - t-~flrei , b e for e trans f err i n g to 
Brown University.r!col lege : ·: and the 
influences there -- perceptibly 
-
broadened family-structured horizons. 
Thoughts of a career in the 






were inst i I I ed/ as to fundamenta I i st 
views of religion. But the ba sic 
va I ues~ er i ved from home and -f:~ i I y / 
were never rejected. Indeed, those 
• influences; rem a ined strong and vital 
throu ghout his I ife • 
Althou gh scholarship was his 
pre-eminent commitment in college, 
Hughes d i sp I ayed new taste3/tha t no 
doubt made him a more a ttractive 
co mpa nion. He took up whist, croquet, 
smokin g , and even a n occ as ion a l date. 
He joined a fr a ternity, a nd a t Brown 
U a:kv~ e i,-e,y b e came an a v i d b a s ~ b a I I 
fan. He cheered/ as Brown 1 ~ the 
newly developed curve bal 1/ ~ defeatu-( 
Ha rvar d , Princeton a nd Yale. 
,L_ -~~~ 





~ fter teaching Latin, Greek and 
mathematics at a private preparatory 
schoo l_;J Hughes entered Co I umb i a Law 
School in 1882. 7/ The remarkable career 
that fol lowed/ =~ one virtually 
unpara I I e I ed in our hi story/ -- actua I I y 
was nine careers/ rolled into one: 
eminently successful practicing lawyer,/ 
professor of law,/ crusading investigator 
of the uti I ities and insurance 
industries,/ bri I I iant reform governor 
of New York,/ Associate Justice of the 
Supreme Court,/ presidential candidate,/ 
Secretary of State, / judge of the w'orld 
6ourt / and Chief Justice of the 
United States. 1 
In each role he performed with 
the same dignity, the same unquestioned 
/,M.~4t J 
• integrity,/ the same single-~~nded pursuit of the common good -- al I 
p~oducts of year~ 9..!_ mo I d_i no/by 
8 . 
/4i,/AL re Ii g i ous training, / fam i I y devotion / and 
c.---'1 ~o~ 1/ I 
A e d u cat i on . 
• 
• 
Hughes never sought any of the 
high offices he held. In each office,/ 
duty -- not personal gain or glory 
was the .e_eacon that guided him. 
Speaking on Washington's Birthday in 
1908, then Governor Hughes described 
George Washingto ry'(whom he always 
greatly admired .1/in a way that could 
have bee n/a n apt portrait of Hughes 
himself: 
F "Success / never undermined 
his character. Nor did he 
ever reject the ca I I of duty. n 
~ 
t.~ 
<911~ ~ ~ ~ 





Afn a series of lectures a t Ya le 
9. 
in 1910, Hu ghes described the typ e of 
citizens/u pon whom society must depend. 
quote a fe w sentences from these 
lectures, as they i I lumin a te Hu ghes' 
cha r acteijand the values tha t guide d 
his I ife: 
1 "No one can properly disch a rge 
his duties a,s a citizen;wtre-.~ 
s imp I y j:~goodn a tu re d fee I i ng 
towards a l I ...• One must 
le a rn to ma ke his person a l 
decisions,/ as wel I a s to define 
his pub I ic a ttitude / in I i ght 
of the interests of the comm~ity 
a nd not s i 1 ;: I y with respect to 







gain. No allurement of high 
salary / or of social ad vantage,r/ 
~ promise of a ssistance to 
obtain pub I ic office,/ should 
be permitted to obscure one's 
duty/ of a bsolute loy a lty/ to the 
pub I i c interest. 11 ~ o/ ~ 
XX X 
One is not born with this 
perception of duty; nor w i I I it appear 
~~~~ya i6ne app roache s maturity. 
J t is cultivated in the gardens / which 
in recent ye a rs -- increas in g ly seem 
to be subordinated: in the home, the 
church a nd the school. 
) 
Cha rles Eva ns Hughes -- with his 
character/ and his values -- was the 
product of these gar de ns. 







I I • 
* * * 
And so it was with Be njam in N . 
Ca rdozo. fhe- -Ga ra do~ am i I y had a 
lon g a nd d istin guishe d history in the 
United St a tes, dating from 17 52 . In 
th a t ye ar, his grea t- gr a ndf a ther 
arrived in the colonies -- ha vin g come 
by wa y of Portuga l, Hal l a nd a nd Engl a nd . 
Ma ny of Ca r dozo's ancestors 
fought in the Re volution. Emma Laza rus, 
/ wh ose inscription gr aces the Lady in 
th e Ha rbor here / was his cousin. His 
father was a bri I I i a nt justice of th e 
Supreme Court of New York, / as we l I as 
a n intense ly reli g ious man. 
Ca r dozo,/ his brother and four 




~.,~ 12 • 
in th e ho me , a~d Benjamin's ,tutor wa s 
none other th a n Hor a tio A I ger .- Th e 
t 
f amily was closely knit. a tta che d to 
one a nother, a nd. were ·consta nt compa nion~ ---- """'-~--- ---
,,A-> W i th i n I\ t h:e=-- f am i J-y , no d e t a· i t/ o f -th e 
• 
• 
a ncient customs of the Jewish re I i g ion/ ' 
was ne g l ecte d . 
4~ ~ - ~ ' ,,. , -~fY~~.tf'_;._ .... 4 
They we re t a ught·. ea rfy · to recite 
the wor ds of the proph e t Mic a h: / 11 to 
do justice, to love kin dness, a nd to 
wa lk humbly with thy God ." Th ey a ls o 
we r e e njoin ed .to be "goo d citi ze n;/' · 
and s eek th e we I f ar e of - t he c omm unity 
i n w h i c h on e d we I I s • '' 
Desp it e hi s upri gh tn ess , Ca r dozo' s 
f a th e r f e l I from honor/ in a wa y tha t 
I 
contributed much to his son's desire 





to excel a nd to s erve. 7/in 1873 , when 
Ca r dozo was only thr ee, f his f a th er ,, 
resi gne d from the bench in d is gr ace, 
a ccus ed of im properly ha vin g bestowed ,, 
receivership~ on the nephe w a nd son 
of "Boss" Twee d . Thou gh Ca r dozo r a r e I y 
mention ed his f a th er's d ishonor,/ he 
I 
sou ght throu ghout his I if e; to e r ase 
th e bl a ck ma rk aga in s t th e fam ily name . 
As he app ro a ch ed ma nhoo d , Ca r dozo 
I i ke Hughes -- r e jected/ th e more 
ri g i d , form a listic aspec ts of his 
' 
r e li g ious tr a inin g . But -- aga in 
I i ke Hughes -- he ne ver lost the s ense 
tha t the r e is a hi ghe r g~od ,/ somethin g 
outsi de the ind ivi dua l/ which each 






> c:~ l) 14 • 
In the fullest senseA!,-e was a 
devout person. In a commencement 
add ress to a group of youn g rabbis, 
he ur ged the 
11 submer gence of se I f j'i n the 
pursuit of i dea ls." 
And emphasi zed th a t 
"the r ead in ess to s pe nd on es e l --
with out measure1 ~ . . for 
som ethin g intuitively 
a ppr ehen ded a s gre a t a nd 
noble • 
mea ns." 
• • is wha t reli g ion 
Ca r d oz o d i d i n d e e d / 11 s pend h i ms e I f 
I I 
without me asure"J for the nobi I ity a nd 




I i ke 
led 
the heights of professional, 
intellectua l a nd spiritual attainment. ~c~r a<.· ,l. 
His Ascholarfy writings were widely 
acc la imed. As Chief Judge of the 
New York Court of Appea ls, and as a n 
As sociate Justice of the Supreme Court, 
he was reco gnize d as one of our 
country's truly gre a t jurists a nd 
e le ga l philosophers. 
• 
* * * 
So much for brief 
vi gnettes/of thes e to we ring figures 
of our profession. Hughes r e tire d as 
Chief Justice in 1941, a t age 79, 
a nd Ii ve d in good hea I th unti I he 






I 6 . 
th e bench ,n 1938/ a nd d ied in the 
s am e ye a r. 
)( X )t 
In th e t hir d of a century since 
the pa s s in g of these g i a nts of t he 
l aw , a gre a t dea l ha s ha ppene d to 
ma nkind/ an d to our country. A score 
of speeches ,cou f d be bu i It a roun d the 
ti d~ ~ of histor y/ t ha t -- in this short 
span of time -- ha veAa f ered s cietyJ 
and--p-e.Pce~ti=e-R~ beth >the role of 
governmentJ a nd~ of the in d ividua l 
citizen. 
But I shal f underta ke no such 
wi de r a ng in g excursions. My focus 
this mornin g/ is on family and reli g ious 
influences. In pa rticul a r, I wa nt 
-------- r-1-o~~ 
17. 
e you to think with me -- for a fe w 
minutes -- about the a pp a rent we a kenin g 
of th ese inf I uences;
1
on our sense of 
• 
• 
duty a nd the obi i gations of citizenship. 
)( >< X 
I n h i s w i d e I y p u b I i c i z e d , June 
J 
add ress a t Ha rv a r d , / Alex a nder 
Solzhenitsyn took a s his thesis / the 
dec ad ence of western civi I iz a tion. 
He vie ws with a la rm the 
consequences of the un prece dente d 
pros perity in th e west, and pa rticul a rly 
in our country. He thinks this ha s 
crea te d an overemph asis on I e i surej 'and 
pe rson a l gratific a tion th a t ha s 






The pursuit of selfish materialism, 
/ he believes / has undermined our national 
wi I I and courage / as wel I as respect 
for our own institutions. 
These are indeed melancholy 
thoughts. I repeat them here without 
endorsement. But they represent the 
views of a wise philosopher/ and social 
historian. It would be impruden t/to 
reject them out of hand • 
One Solzhenitsyn criticism has 
special relev a nc ~ to my subject this 
mornin g , 1a nd to the le ga l profession. 
He thinks our system places excessive 
I 
em p ha s i s; o n "r i g ht s • " I q u o t e h i s 
words: 
"The defense of individual 






extremes/ a s to ma ke society 
a s a whol e def enseless aga inst 
certa in ind ivi dua ls.JI 
And in em phasi z in g our neg lect of duty, 
he sa i d : 
"It i s ti me , in th e west, to 
def end/ not so much huma n 
ri ghts/as human ob I i ga ti ons. 11 
~()~ . 
It woul d be d if f icult for 
/ ~~~-~~-A,mQ p~~ ~ l aw ye r s , tr a ine d inAettr ~ 
tr ad ition / to accept the vi ew/ tha t we 
a r e ov erly conc erned with the ri ght s 
gua r ante ed by the Constitution . None 
of us wo ul d a cc ep t th a t critici s m/ 
stan d in g a lon e . 
If , ho we ver, Solzhe nitsyn had 






ag ree. A society in which th ere were 
only ri ghts/ and no duti e s/ woul d not 
lon g surviv e . 
In deed , th e rule of l a;'a ssumes/ 
th a t ri ghts a nd duties a re corr e la tive. 
A first duty is to ob ey the law , a nd 
without gener a l obe d i enc e/ ther e woul d 
be no ri ghts. 
But Solzh enitsyn wa s not spe a kin g 
a s a l aw yer/ f ami I i a r with our system. 
Ra ther, he wa s describin g a sta te of 
~ i n_ d : / o n e th a t p I a c es s e I f - i n t er es t , 
self- gr a tific a tion, a nd free dom to do 
a s on e c ho o s es ( w i th e ~..t ¥ i-ol a t-1 n g a 
) 
=Mi i ,i:...i--F, l-::iw-), a hea d of a ny dut1/to 
one's f e I I ow man, / to society ge ne r a I I y ,/ 
a nd even to one's country. The I. a tter, 
~ ~ 
o-/~-
2 I • 
• a nd broader concept of duty -- a nd 
• 
• 
of a citizen's responsibi I ity -- wa s 
~~~ 
exemplified strikin g ly by Hughes a nd 
I\ 
Ca rdozo. 
* * * 
They sh a re d the vie w of Thoma s 
Jefferson - who once wrote: 
There is a debt of servico/due 
from every man to his country, 
(a debt) proportioned to the 
bounties/ which na ture and 
fortune ha ve me a sured to him. £~~ 
~ 
The "bounties" bestowed upon I aw yers 
in our country/ a re me asured/ la r ge. 
We ha ve receive d a n e xce ption a l 




e on ~ f f the three branches of 
government. We also are abundantly 




OeTocquev i I I e observe d : 
The government of democracy 
is favor a ble / to the power 
and influence of l aw yers.* 
Law yers thus/ are pr iv i I eged per sons 
in our society. Although never 
ranking high in popul a rity pol ls / we 
occupy a place of influence th a t is 
unique. 
<;f&lw-<-~?<-O~ 
* De Tocquev I I I e, Democr a cy in 
Vo I • I , I 848, p. 27 5. 




• But we have no d ivin e ri ght/ to 
• 
• 
enjoy th a t p lace. We must continue 
constantly to merit it/ by effective 
leadership ~0~1 in ma kin g our system 
of j ustice serve our people/ and in 
providin g responsible leadership/ a s 
citizens . 
clo 
To be sure, we Aha ve a special 
duty/ to protect the I iberties d-u.,£ 
guar antee d by the 8 i I I of Rights. ) As J 
the careers of Charles Evans Hughes 
and Benjamin N. Ca rdozo t~ach ~s,/ we 
also ha ve a n equal responsibi I ityjto 
inspire by ex ample/ a sense of duty 
to serve the common good. 
.. .,~ 
Draft of ~ 11/78 
t.1.ff. 
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in San Franci/c~ I talked at this breakfast. 
I am as uneasy today as I was then. Apart from a small teenage 
Sunday School class years ago, I have never addressed a religious 
gathering . 
But I try to do what Bill Spann asks me to do, and he 
emphasized that I was not expected to give a sermon. 
This encouraged me to look back at what I said in San 
Francisco. I talked then about the diminishing influence in our 
society of what I called "humanizing institutions:" the home, 
~· 
the church .. the school ancL the-eornrnun it!-y. These priceless insti-
tutions have instilled in our young the values that until recent ly 
sustained western civilization. These i nclude duty, . honor, loyal ty, 
patriotism, belief in the work ethic , and in the worthiness of 
religion. 
I though it might be of interest, as we meet here in New 
York, to talk about two native sons of this state whose lives 
exemplify these values: Charles Evans Hughes and Benjamin Nathan 
Cardozo. As their remarkable careers of public service are well 
known to this audience, I will talk on ly about the influences t hat 
shaped and inspired their lives -- primarily in the formative younger 
years. I also will emphasize their perception that duty is an 
Prayer Breakfast, 7/11 draft 2. 
essential value of a worthwhile and enduring society. 
Few men in our history have had a higher sense of 
duty than Chief Justice Hughes and Mr. Justice Cardozo. Both 
rejected personal gain as a goal, emphasizing throughout their 
careers devotion to the service of mankind,t!nd the ifl □-e-itu:eiOf'l.s 
t:-ha~ --13,1,l,S t iil:H'l ~Ulf-Oi-t.i:ili Ea L~. 
Charles Evans Hughes was the only son of a Baptist 
minister and a loving and highly intelligent mother. Hoping that 
their son would enter the ministry, his mother devoted most of 
her waking moments to his instruction. At three, young Hughes 
was reading; at five, he was familiar with the New Testament, and 
had a nodding acquaintance with French and German primers. Under 
his mother's tutelage, he became proficient early in "mental 
arithmetic." His mother lovingly guided him through all that his 
father's large library had to offer. Perhaps Hughes' extraordinary 
intellect and self-discipline can be traced back to this early 
training within the family. 
Religious training also infused his early years. Even 
when riding his hobby-horse, young Hughes would take imaginary 
trips up and down the land of Palestine -- a land he knew well 
from an illustrated book on Biblical lands. At an early age, he 
was taught that there is something greater than ourselves, something 
Prayer Breakfast Speech, 7/11 draft 3. 
beyond individual desires, a greater good for which each man . 
should strive. 
He graduated at age 12 from the foremost public school 
of New York City; then attended Colgate (Madison College at that 
time), before transferring to Brown University at the start of 
his junior year. a€"] appen-s ~ ollege -- and the influences 
there of students, faculty and liberalizing sources -- perceptibly 
broadened family-structured horizons. Thoughts of a career in the 
ministry were abandoned and doubts were instilled as to fundamentalist 
views of religion. But the basic values derived from horre and family 
-"' - MrouEJI-i nndcrab t~'1lv 1;;woadeRee!- were never rejected. Indeed, 
those influences remained strong and vital throughout his life. 
It is of interest that although scholarship remained 
his pre-eminent commitment in col l ege, Hughes d i sp l a yed new tastes 
that no doubt made him a more attractive companion. He took up 
whist, croquet, smoking, and even commenced to date. He joined a 
fraternity, and at Brown University became a rabid baseball fan, 
watching as Brown used the newly developed curve ball to defeat 
Harvard, Princeton and Yale. 
After teaching Latin, Greek and mathematics at a private 
preparatory school, Hughes entered Columbia Law School in 1882 --
that then gave a two-year course. The remarkable career that 
iFi& --.- bzwiiil 
Prayer Breakfast Speech, 7/11 draft 4. 
followed -- one virtually unparalleled in our history -- actually 
was nine careers rolled into one: eminently successful practicing 
lawyer, professor of law, crusading investigator of the utilities 
and insurance industries, brilliant reform governor of New York, 
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court, presidential candidate, 
Secretary of State, judge of the world court and a Chief Justice 
of the United States who truly led the Court . In each role he 
performed with the same dignity, the same unquestioned integrity, 
the same single-minded pursuit of the common good -- all products 
of years of molding by religious training, family devotion and 
. ~~~c..,> 41.~~. 
education. <fl /~MA-I ~•••.--~Lf' ~~ l#f' 1./.-c-- ~(;A ~ 
A In eac11.4#~-'c•rn""'6 . duty -- not personal gain or · 
glory -- was the beacon that guided him. Speaki ng on Washington ' s 
Birthday in 1908,~ Governor Hughes described George Washington 
(whom he always greatly admired) in a way t hat could have been an 
apt portrait of Hughes himself: 
"Success [never] undermined him [nor did] 
victory disturb his poise. Duty never made 
her imperious demands upon him in vain. 
[And] that he should turn an opportunity 
for service .•. to his personal gain, was 
to him unthinkable." 
In a series of lectures at Yale in 1910, Hughes expanded 
upon the character of the type of citizens upon which society must 
depend. I quote several sentences from these lectures, as they 
Prayer Breakfast Speech, 7/11 draft 5. 
illuminate Hughes' character and the values that guided his life: 
~No one can properly discharge his duties 
as a citizen who simply has a goodnatured 
1 
feeling towards all. 
I 
[One] must learn 
to make his personal decisions, as well as 
to define his public attitude, in light of 
' 
the interests of the community, and not 
simply with respect to the opportunities 
for individual gain. No allurement of high 
salary or of social advantage, no promise of 
assistance to obtain public office, should 
be permitted to obscure [one ' s] duty of 
absolute loyalty to the public interest." 
****** 
"It is well to advise young men to vote 
and to take an act i ve part in political af -
fairs, but it is just a s important , i ndeed 
more important, that t hey should unde rstand 
that their first duty i s s o to conduct them-
selves in pursuing t he a ims o f their indi-
vidual careers that they wi l l n e ver prove 
false to their allegiance to the community." 
This perception of duty is not born in a man or woman, 
nor will it appear suddenly as one approaches maturity. It is 
cultivated in the gardens which -- in r ecent years -- increasingly 
seem to be subordinated: I refer to the home , the church and the 
school. Charles Evans Hughes -- his character and his values --
was the product of these gardens. 
And so it was with Benjamin Cardozo. The Cardozo family 
~~ 
had a long and distinguished c..iil:FO~r in the United States, dating 
Prayer Breakfast Speech, 7/11 draft 6. 
✓ 
from 1752. In that year, his great-grandfather arrived in the 
colonies. The family originally had lived in Portugal, but had 
fled to Holland with the expulsion of the Jews. From Holland 
they emigrated to England. 
Many of Cardozo's ancestors fought in the Revolution. 
Emma Lazarus, whose inscription graces the Lady in the Harbor 
here, was his cousin. His father was a brilliant justice of the 
Supreme Court of New York, as well as an intensely religious man 
and devoted father. 
Cardozo, his brother and four sisters all received their 
education in the home, and Benjamin's tutor was none other than 
Horatio Alger. The family was closely knit, attached to one 
another, and were constant companions. Within the family, no 
detail of the ancient customs of the Jewish religion was neglected. 
They were taught early to r ecite the words of the 
prophet Micah: "to do justice, to l ove kindness, and to walk 
humbly with thy God." They also were enjoined to be "good citizens 
and seek the welfare of the community in which you dwell." 
✓ 
Despite his uprightness, Cardozo's father fell from 
honor in a way that contributed much to his son's desire to excel 
and to serve. 
✓ . 
In 1873, when Cardozo was only three, his father 
resigned from the bench in disgrace, accused of improperly having 
bestowed receiverships on the nephew and son of "Boss" Tweed. 
Cardozo . . . 
Though •Ararely mentioned his father's dishonor, he revealed to 
Prayer Breakfast Speech, 7/11 draft 7. 
a classmate at Columbia his burning resolve to erase the black 
mark against the family name. This was a duty he undertook with 
total dedication. 
As he approached manhood, Cardozo -- like Hughes - - re-
jected the more rigid, formalistic aspects of his religious training. 
But - - again like Hughes -- he never lost the sense that there is 
a higher good, something outside the individual, which each of us 
should seek to achieve. 
Although indifferent to the formalism of religious ser-
vices, Cardozo -- in the fullest sense -- was a devout person. In 
a commencement address to a group of young rabbis at the Jewish 
Institute of Religion, he urged the 
"submergence of self in the pursuit of 
ideals." 
And emphasized that 
~ 
"the . readiness to spend onself without 
~ 
measure • •. for something intuitively 
apprehended as great and noble •. . is 
what religion means." 
Cardozo did indeed "spend himself without measure" for 
the nobility and greatness of the l aw. And, again like Hughes, 
these ideals of duty led Cardozo to the height s of professional, 
intellectual and spiritual attainment. His scholarly writings 
were widely acclaimed. As Chief Judge of the New York Court of 
Appeals, and as an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court, he was 
Prayer Breakfast Speech, 7/11 draft 8. 
recognized as one of our country's truly great jurists and legal 
philosophers. 
So much for the briefest vignettes of these towering 
figures of our profession. Hughes retired as Chief Justice in 
1941, at age 79, and lived in good health until he died in 19 .1/--Y . 
11..A,_~.,.._ 
Cardozo retired from the bench in 1938, and 
the third of a century since the passing of these giants of the 
law, a great deal has happened to mankind and to our country. A 
score of sermons could be built around the tides of histor y that 
in this short span of time -- have altered soci ety and per-
ceptions of both the role of governme n t and of the individual 
citizen. 
But I shall undertake no such broad excursions. My 
focus generally is on the i nfluences of the horre, the church, and 
the school. In particular, I want you to think with me -- for a 
few minutes -- about the effect of the weakening of these influences 
on our sense of duty and the obligations of citizenship. 
In his widely publicized June address at Harvard, 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn took as his thesis the decadence of western 
civilization.* He no longer thinks that our civilization, with 
its present characteristics, is a model to be copied elsewhere. 
* Solzhenitsyn did not suggest that socialism - whether the Com-
munist variety or some less autocratic form - is less decadent. 
He quite explicitly stated that: 
"Socialism, of any type and shade, lends 
[itse lf] to a total destruction o f the 
human spirit, and to a leveling of mankin4 
unto death ." 
~ 
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He views with alarm the unprecedented economic and technological 
development in the west, and particularly in our country. He 
thinks these have created a degree of prosperity, and an over-
emphasis on leisure and personal gratification, that have weakened 
the moral and spiritual fiber of our people.* The pursuit of 
selfish materialism, he believes, has undermined out national will 
and courage, as well as respect for our own institutions. 
These are indeed melancholy thoughts. I repeat them 
here_e without endorsement. But they represent the views of per-
haps the wisest philosopher and social historian of this century. 
It would be imprudent to reject them out of hand. 
One Solzhenitsyn criticism has special relevance to my 
subject this morning, and to the legal profession. He thinks our 
system places excessive emphasis on "rights." I quote his words: 
"The defense of individual rights has 
reached such extremes as to make society 
as a whole defenseless against certain 
individuals." 
And in emphasizing our neglect of duty, Solzhenitsyn said: 
* 
"It is time, in the west, to defend not 
so much human rights as human obligations." 
In terms of the worldwide competition between the Soviet 
Union and the United States, Solzhenitsyn compares the easy 
and self-indulgent life here with the comparatively hard and 
spartan life of Russian citizens . He thinks - as did the 
founders of our country - that toil, responsibility, duty and 
even hardship develope - and here I quote, "stronger, deeper 
and more interesting characters than those generated by 
standardized western well being." 
► 
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he stirring passa 
It would be difficult for a lawyer or j~dge, trained 
in our tradition and with our reverence for the Bill of Rights, 
to accept the view that we are overly concerned with human freedom 
* 
Speech Rider A, page 10. 
Our legal system provides essentially a negative concept of 
duty. The criminal code, for example, is a compendium of 
"thou shalt nots." But even the legal system, apart from the 
general duty to obey the law, recognizes duties: e.g., the 
tort law. duty of reasonable care. The more meaningful and 
complete concept of duty -- _one that I emphasize -- recognizes 
' 
,:,..:041:,~ions beyond legal ones, 
.i. c is tne 1._. __ _ ~ ..... wyers 
-- of all people. Thomas Jefferson once wrote: 
.. . 
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There is a debt of service due from every 
man to his country, proportioned to the 
bounties which nature and fortune have 
measured to him. 
11. 
The "bounties" bestowed upon lawyers in our country are measured 
large. We have received an education. We have a 
.~, ~ .µ,.,,_ ~ -f:v-o. 
virtual monopoly on one of the three branches of government. ) As 
deTocqueville observed: 
The government of democracy is favorable 
to the power [and influence} of lawyers.* 
Lawyers thus are privileged persons in our society. Although 
never ranking high in popularity polls , we occupy a place of in-
fluence that is unique. But we have no divine right to enjoy that 
place. We must continue con~tantly to merit it by responsible 
leadership both in making our system of justice serve our people 
and in providing responsible and unse lfish leadership as citizens. 
To be sure, we have a special duty to protect the 
liberties guaranteed by the Bill of Rights. But I suggest, as 
the careers of Charles Evans Hughes and Benjamin N. Cardozo teach 
us, we also have an equal responsibility to inspire by example a 
sense of duty and responsibility to serve the common good. 
* de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, Vol. I, 1848, p. 275. 
• 
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he stirring passa 
It would be difficult for a lawyer or judge, trained 
in our tradition and with our reverence for the Bill of Rights, 
to accept the view that we are overly concerned with human freedom 
and the rights that the Constitution guarantees. None of us would 
accept that criticism standing alone. 
If, however, Solzhenitsyn had made his point differently, 
one could readily agree. A society in which there were only 
rights and no duties would not long survive. Indeed, the rule of 
law assumes that rights and duties are correlative. A first duty 
is to obey the law, and wi t hout general obedience there would be 
no rights. 
µ.~ 
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gratification and freedom to do as one chooses (without violating 
a specific law), ahead of any duty t o one's fe llow man, to society 
~--~~ generally, and even to one's country . This concept of duty -- of 
~ 
a citi zen's responsibility -- was exemplified so strikingly by 
Hughes and Cardozo. 
It is the ideal of service that s h ould motivate l awyers 
-- of all people. Thomas Jefferson once wrote: 
breakfast. 
~~~ 
American Bar Association 
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New York City 
Lewis F. Powell, Jr. 
Six years ago in San Francisco I talked at this 
I am as uneasy today as I was then. Apart from 
a small teenage Sunday School class years ago, I have never 
addressed a religious gathering. 
But I try to do what Bill Spann asks me to do, 
and he emphasized that I was not expected to give a sermon. 
This encouraged me to look back at what I said in 
San Francisco. I talked then about the diminishing influence 
in our society of what I called "humanizing institutions:" 
the home, the church and the school. These priceless insti-
tutions have instilled in our young the values that until 
recently sustained western civilization. These include duty, 
honor, loyalty, patriotism, belief in the work ethic, and in 
the worthiness of religion. 
I thought it might be of interest, as we meet here 
in New York, to talk about two native sons of this state whose 
lives exemplify these values: Charles Evans Hughes and 
Benjamin Nathan Cardozo. As their remarkable careers of 
public service are well known to this audience, I will talk 
only about the influences that shaped and inspired their 
lives -- primarily in the formative younger years. I also 
2. 
will emphasize their perception that duty is an essential 
value of a worthwhile and enduring society. 
Few men in our history have had a higher sense of 
duty than Chief Justice Hughes and Mr. Justict Cardozo. Both 
rejected personal gain as a goal, emphasizing throughout 
their careers devotion to the service of mankind. 
Charles Evans Hughes was the only son of a Baptist 
minister and a loving and highly intelligent mother. Hoping 
that their son would enter the ministry, his mother devoted 
most of her waking moments to his instruction. At three, 
young Hughes was reading; at five, he was familiar with the 
New Testament, and had a nodding acquaintance with French 
and German primers. Under his mother's tutelage, he became 
proficient early in "mental arithmetic." His mother lovingly 
guided him through all that his father's large library had 
to offer. Perhaps Hughes' extraordinary intellect and self-
discipline can be traced back to this early training within 
the family. 
Religious training also infused his early years. 
Even when riding his hobby-horse, young Hughes would take 
imaginary trips up and down the land of Palestine -- a land 
he knew well from an illustrated book on Biblical lands. At 
an early age, he was taught that there is something greater 
than ourselves, something beyond individual desires, a greater 
good for which each man should strive. 
3. 
He graduated at age 12 from the foremost public 
school of New York City; then attended Colgate (Madison 
College at that time), before transferring to Brown Uni-
versity at the start of his junior year. College -- and 
the influences there of students, faculty and liberalizing 
sources -- perceptibly broadened family-structured horizons. 
Thoughts of a career in the ministry were abandoned and 
doubts were instilled as to fundamentalist views of religion. 
But the basic values derived from home and family were never 
rejected. Indeed, those influences remained strong and 
vital throughout his life. 
It is of interest that although scholarship re-
mained his pre-eminent commitment in college, Hughes dis-
played new tastes that no doubt made him a more attractive 
companion. He took up whist, croquet, smoking, and even 
commenced to date. He joined a fraternity, and at Brown 
University became a rabid baseball fan, watching as Brown 
used the newly developed curve ball to defeat Harvard, 
Princeton and Yale. 
After teaching Latin, Greek and mathematics at a 
private preparatory school, Hughes entered Columbia Law 
School in 1882 -- that then gave a two-year course. The 
remarkable career that followed -- one virtually unparalleled 
in our history -- actually was nine careers rolled into one: 
eminently successful practicing lawyer, professor of law, 
4. 
crusading investigator of the utilities and insurance in-
dustries, brilliant reform governor of New York, Associate 
Justice of the Supreme Court, presidential candidate, 
Secretary of State, judge of the world court and a Chief 
Justice of the United States who truly led the Court. 
In each role he performed with the same dignity, 
the same unquestioned integrity, the same single-minded 
pursuit of the common good -- all products of years of molding 
by religious training, family devotion and education. 
Hughes never sought any of the high offices he held. 
In each office, duty -- not personal gain or glory -- was the 
beacon that guided him. Speaking on Washington's Birthday 
in 1908, then Governor Hughes described George Washington 
(whom he always greatly admired) in a way that could have 
been an apt portrait of Hughes himself: 
"Success [never] undermined him [nor 
did] victory disturb his poise. Duty 
never made her imperious demands upon 
him in vain. [And] that he should turn 
an opportunity for service ... to his 
personal gain, was to him unthinkable." 
In a series of lectures at Yale in 1910, Hughes 
expanded upon the character of the type of citizens upon 
which society must depend. I quote several sentences from 
these lectures, as they illuminate Hughes' character and the 
values that guided his life: 
"No one can properly discharge his 
duties as a citizen who simply has a 
goodnatured feeling towards all .. 
[One] must learn to make his personal 
decisions, as well as to define his 
public attitude, in light of the 
interests of the community, and not 
simply with respect to the opportunities 
for individual gain. No allurement of 
high salary or of social advantage, no 
promise of assistance to obtain public 
office, should be permitted to obscure 
[one's] duty of absolute loyalty to 
the public interest." 
*** 
"It is well to advise young men to vote 
and to take an active part in political 
affairs, but it is just as important, 
indeed more important, that they should 
understand that their first duty is so 
to conduct themselves in pursuing the 
aims of their individual careers that 
they will never prove false to their 
allegiance to the community." 
5. 
This perception of duty is not born in a man or 
woman, nor will it appear suddenly as one approaches maturity. 
It is cultivated in the gardens which -- in recent years --
increasingly seem to be subordinated: I refer to the home, 
the church and the school. Charles Evans Hughes -- his 
character and his values -- was the product of these gardens. 
And so it was with Benjamin Cardozo. The Cardozo 
family had a long and distinguished history in the United 
States, dating from 1752. In that year, his great-grandfather 
arrived in the colonies. The family originally had lived in 
Portugal, but had fled to Holland with the expulsion of the 
Jews. From Holland they emigrated to England. 
6. 
Many of Cardozo's ancestors fought in the Revolu-
tion. Emma Lazarus, whose inscription graces the Lady in 
the Harbor here, was his cousin. His father was a brilliant 
justice of the Supreme Court of New York, as well as an 
intensely religious man and devoted father. 
Cardozo, his brother and four sisters all received 
their education in the home, and Benjamin's tutor was none 
other than Horatio Alger. The family was closely knit, at-
tached to one another, and were constant companions. Within 
the family, no detail of the ancient customs of the Jewish 
religion was neglected. 
They were taught early to recite the words of the 
prophet Micah: "to do justice, to love kindness, and to 
walk humbly with thy God." They also were enjoined to be 
"good citizens and seek the welfare of the community in which 
you dwell." 
Despite his uprightness, Cardozo's father fell 
from honor in a way that contributed much to his son's desire 
to excel and to serve. In 1873, when Cardozo was only three, 
his father resigned from the bench in disgrace, accused of 
improperly having bestowed receiverships on the nephew and 
son of "Boss" Tweed. Though Cardozo rarely mentioned his 
father's dishonor, he revealed to a classmate at Columbia 
his burning resolve to erase the black mark against the family 
name. This was a duty he undertook with total dedication. 
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As he approached manhood, Cardozo -- like Hughes --
rejected the more rigid, formalistic aspects of his religious 
training. But -- again like Hughes -- he never lost the 
sense that there is a higher good, something outside the 
individual, which each of us should seek to achieve. 
Although indifferent to the formalism of religious 
services, Cardozo -- in the fullest sense -- was a devout 
person. In a commencement address to a group of young rabbis 
at the Jewish. Institute of Religion, he urged the 
"submergence of self in the pursuit of 
ideals." 
And emphasized that 
"the readiness to spend oneself without 
measure ... for something intuitively 
apprehended as great and noble .•. is 
what religion means." 
Cardozo did indeed "spend himself without measure" 
for . the nobility and greatness of the law. And, again like 
Hughes, these ideals of duty led Cardozo to the heights of 
professional, intellectual and spiritual attainment. His 
scholarly writings were widely acclaimed. As Chief Judge 
of the New York Court of Appeals, and as an Associate Justice 
of the Supreme Court, he was recognized as one of our country's 
truly great jurists and legal philosophers. 
So much for the briefest vignettes of these towering 
figures of our profession. Hughes retired as Chief Justice 
in 1941, at age 79, and lived in good health until he died 
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in 1948. Cardozo retired from the bench in 1938 and died 
in the same year. In the third of a century since the 
passing of these giants of the law, a great deal has happened 
to mankind and to our country. A score of speeches could be 
built around the tides of history that -- in this short span 
of time -- have altered society and perceptions of both the 
role of government and of the individual citizen. 
But I shall undertake no such broad excursions. 
My focus generally is on the influences of the home, the 
church, and the school. In particular, I want you to think 
with me -- for a few minutes -- about the apparent weakening 
of these influences on our sense of duty and the obligations 
of citizenship. 
In his widely publicized June address at Harvard, 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn took as his thesis the decadence of 
western civilization.* He no longer thinks that our civili-
zation, with its present characteristics, is a model to be 
copied elsewhere. He views with alarm the consequences of 
* Solzhenitsyn did not suggest that socialism -- whether 
the Communist variety of some less autocratic form --
is less decadent. He quite explicitly stated that: 
"Socialism, of any type and shade, lends 
[itself] to a total destruction of the 
human spirit, and to a leveling of mankind 
unto death." 
9. 
the unprecedented economic and technological development 
in the west, and particularly in our country. He thinks 
these have created a degree of prosperity, and an over-
emphasis on leisure and personal gratification, that have 
weakened the moral and spiritual fiber of our people.* The 
pursuit of selfish materialism, he believes, has undermined 
our national will and courage, as well as respect for our 
own institutions. 
These are indeed melancholy thoughts. I repeat 
them here without endorsement. But they represent the views 
of perhaps the wisest philosopher and social historian of 
this century. 
hand. 
It would be imprudent to reject them out of 
One Solzhenitsyn criticism has special relevance 
to my subject this morning, and to the legal profession. He 
thinks our system places excessive emphasis on "rights." I 
quote his words: 
* 
"The defense of individual rights has 
reached such extremes as to make society 
as a whole defenseless against certain 
individuals." 
In terms of worldwide competition between the Soviet 
Union and the United States, Solzhenitsyn compares the 
easy and self-indulgent life here with the comparatively 
hard and spartan life of Russian citizens. He thinks --
as did the founders of our country -- that toil, responsi-
bility, duty and even hardship develop, and here I quote, 
"stronger, deeper and more interesting characters than 
those generated by standardized western well being." 
10. 
And in emphasizing our neglect of duty, Solzhenitsyn said: 
"It is time, in the west, to defend not 
so much human rights as human obligations." 
It would be difficult for a lawyer or judge, trained 
in our tradition and with our reverence for the Bill of 
Rights, to accept the view that we are overly concerned with 
human freedom and the rights that the Constitution guarantees. 
None of us would accept that criticism standing alone. 
If, however, Solzhenitsyn had made his point dif-
ferently, many would agree. A society in which there were 
only rights and no duties would not long survive. Indeed, 
the rule of law assumes that rights and duties are correl-
ative. A first duty is to obey the law, and without general 
obedience there would be no rights. 
But Solzhenitsyn was not speaking as a lawyer fa-
miliar with our system.* Rather, he was describing a state 
of mind: one that places self-interest, self-gratification 
a n d freedom to do as one chooses (without violating a spe-
cific law), ahead of any duty to one's fellow man, to society 
generally, and even to one's country. The latter, and broader, 
* Our legal system provides essentially a negative concept 
of duty. The criminal code, for example, is a compendium 
of "thou shalt nots.'' But even the legal system, apart 
from the general duty to obey the law, recognizes duties: 
e.g., the tort law duty of reasonable care. The more 
meaningful and complete concept of duty -- the one that 
I emphasize -- recognizes societal obligations beyond 
legal ones. 
11. 
concept of duty -- of a citizen's responsibility -- was 
exemplified strikingly by Hughes and Cardozo. 
The ideal of service should motivate lawyers --
of all people. Thomas Jefferson once wrote: 
There is a debt of service due from 
every man to his country, proportioned 
to the bounties which nature and 
fortune have measured to him. 
The "bounties" bestowed upon lawyers in our country are 
measured large. We have received an exceptional education. 
We have a virtual monopoly on one of the three branches of 
government. We also are abundantly represented in the other 
two. As DeTocqueville observed: 
The government of democracy is favorable 
to the power [and influence] of lawyers.* 
Lawyers thus are privileged persons in our society. Although 
never ranking high in popularity polls, we occupy a place of 
influence that is unique. But we have no divine right to 
enjoy that place. We must continue constantly to merit it by 
effective leadership both in making our system of justice 
serve our people and in providing responsible leadership as 
citizens. 
To be sure, we have a special duty to protect the 
liberties guaranteed by the Bill of Rights. But I suggest, 
* DeTocqueville, Democracy in America, Vol. I, 1848, 
p. 275. 
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as the careers of Charles Evans Hughes and Benjamin N. Car-
dozo teach us, that we also have an equal responsibility 
to inspire by example a sense of duty to serve the common 
good. 
DUTY TO SERVE THE' 
COMMON GOODt· 
/ C 
( . .... 
LEWIS F. POWELL, JR.* 
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Six years ago, in San Francisco, I talked at this breakfast. I am as 
uneasy today as I was then. Apart from a small teenage SundayJ;School 
class years ago, I have never addressed a religious gathering. But i try to 
do what Bill Spann asks me to do, and he emphasized that 4l was not 
expected to give a sermon. 
This invitation to speak encouraged me to look back at what I said in 
San Francisco. I talked then about the diminishing influence in our society 
of what I called "humanizing institutions" : the home, the church and the 
school. Thes~ priceless institutions have instilled in our young the values 
that until recently sustained western civilization. Among these values are 
duty, honor, loyalty, patriotism, belief in the work ethic ai:id belief in the 
worthiness of religion. -
I thought it might be of interest, as we meet here in New York, to talk 
about two native sons of this state whose lives exemplify these values: 
Charles Evans Hughes and Benjamin Nathan Cardozo. Since their re-
markable careers of public service are well known to this audience, I will 
talk only about the influences that shaped and inspired their 
lives-primarily in the formative younger years. I also will emphasize their 
perception that duty is an essential value of a worthwhile and enduring 
society. Few men in our history have had a higher sense of duty than Chief 
Justice Hughes and Mr. Justice Cardozo. Both rejected personal gain as a 
goal, emphasizing throughout their careers devotion to the service of man-
kind. 
Charles Evans Hughes was the only son of a Baptist minister and a 
loving and highly intelligent mother. Hoping that Charles would enter the 
ministry, his mother devoted most of her waking moments to his instruc-
tion. At three, young Hughes was reading; at five, he was familiar with the 
New Testament and had a nodding acquaintance with French and German 
primers . Under his mother's tutelage, he became proficient early in 
"mental arithmetic." His mother lovingly guided him through all that his 
father 's large library had to offer. Perhaps Hughes ' extraordinary intellect 
and self-discipline can be traced to this early training within the family. 
Religious training also infused his early years. Even when riding his 
hobby-horse, young Hughes would take imaginary trips up and down the 
t Address delivered at the Prayer Breakfast of the American Bar Association's Annual 
Meeting at the New York Hilton Hotel, New York, New York in August 1978. 
• Associate Justice, Supreme Court of the United States. 
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land of Palestine-a land he knew well from an illustrated book on Biblical 
lands . At an early age, he was taught that there is something greater t han 
ourselves, something beyond individual desires, a greater good for which 
each man should strive. 
At the age of 12, he graduated from the foremost public school of New 
York City and then attended Colgate (Madison College at t hat time) be-
fore transferring to Brown University at the start of his junior year . College, 
and the influences there of students, faculty and liberalizing sources, per-
ceptibly broadened family-structured horizons . Thoughts of a career in the 
ministry were abandoned and doubts were instilled as to fundamentalist 
views of religion . The basic values derived from home and family, however, 
were never rejected. Indeed, those influences remained strong and vital 
throughout his life. 
It is of inte~est that although scholarship remained his preeminent 
commitment in college, Hughes displayed new tastes which no doubt made 
him a more attractive companion. He took up whist, croquet and smoking 
and even commenced to date. He joined a fraternity and became a rabid 
baseball fan, watching as Brown used the newly-developed curve ball to 
defeat Harvard, Princeton and Yale. 
After teaching Latin, Greek and mathematics at a private preparatory 
school, Hughes entered Columbia Law School in 1882, which then gave a 
· 2-year course . The remarkable career that followed, one virtually unparal-
leled in our history, actually was nine careers rolled into one: eminently 
successful practicing lawyer, professor of law, crusading investigator of the 
utilities and insurance industries, brilliant reform Governor of New York, 
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court, Presidential candidate, Secretary 
of State, Judge of the World Court and a Chief Justice of the United States 
who truly led the Court. In each role, he performed with the same dignity, 
the same unquestioned integrity, the same single-minded pursuit of the 
common good - all products of years of molding by religious training, 
family devotion and education. 
Hughes never sought any of the high offices he held. In each office, 
duty - not personal gain or glory - was the · beacon that guided him. 
Speaking on Washington's Birthday in 1908, then Governor Hughes de-
scribed George Washington (whom he always greatly admired) in a way 
that could have been an apt portrait of Hughes himself: "Success [never] 
undermined him [nor did] victory disturb his poise. Duty never made her 
imperious demands upon him in vain. [And] that he should turn an 
opportunity for service ... to his personal gain, was to him unthinkable." 
In a series of lectures at Yale in 1910, Hughes expanded upon the 
character of the type of citizens upon which society must depend. I quote 
several sentences from these lectures, as they illuminate Hughes ' character 
and the values that guided his life: 
No one can properly discharge his duties as a citizen who simply has a 
good-natured feeling towards all .. .. [One] must learn to make his per-
sonal decisions, as well as to define his public attitude, in light of t he inter-
l 
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ests of the community, and not simply with respect to the opportunities for 
individual gain. No allurement of high salary or of social advantage, no 
promise of assistance to obtain public office, should be permitted to obscure 
[one's] duty of absolute loyalty to the public interest. It is well to advise 
young men to vote and to take an active part in political affairs, b>1t\t is just 
as important, indeed more important, that they should understand t,nat ,lheir 
first duty is so to conduct themselves in pursuing the aims of their in di victual 
careers that they will never prove false to their allegiance to the commtlnity . 
This perception of duty is not born in a man or woman, 1J will it 
appear suddenly as one approaches maturity. It is cult ivated in t he gar-
dens which, in recent years, increasingly seem to be subordinated: I refer 
to the home, the church and the school. Charles Evans Hughes-4his char-
acter and his values-was the product of these gardens . ~ 
And so it was with Benjamin Cardozo. The Cardozo family had a lang 
and distinguished history in the United States, dating from 1752. In that 
year, his great-grandfather arrived in the colonies. The family originally 
had lived in Portugal, but had fled to Holland with the expulsion of the 
Jews. From Holland, the family emigrated to England. 
Many of Cardozo's ancestors fought in the Revolution . Emma Laza-
rus, whose inscription graces the Lady in the Harbor here, was his cousin . 
His father was a brilliant justice of the Supreme Court of New York, as 
well as an intensely religious man and devoted father. 
Cardozo, his brother and four sisters all received their education in the 
home, and Benjamin's tutor was none other then Horatio Alger. The family 
was closely knit - attached to, and constant companions of, one another. 
Within the family, no detail of the ancient customs of the Jewish religion 
was neglected. They were taught early to recite the words of the prophet 
Micah: "to do justice, to love kindness, and to walk humbly with thy God." 
Family members also were enjoined to be "good citizens and seek the 
welfare of the community in which you dwell. " 
Despite his uprightness, Cardozo's father fell from honor in a way that 
contributed much to his son's desire to excel and to serve. In 1873, when 
Cardozo was only three, his father resigned from the bench in disgrace, 
accused of improperly having bestowed receiverships on the nephew and 
son of "Boss" Tweed. Though Cardozo rarely mentioned his father's dis-
honor, he revealed to a classmate at Columbia his burning resolve to erase 
the black mark against the family name. This was a duty he undertook 
with total dedication. 
As he approached manhood, Cardozo, like Hughes, rejected the more 
rigid, formalistic aspects of his religious training. But, again like Hughes, 
he never lost the sense that there is a higher good, something outside the 
individual, which each of us should seek to achieve. 
Although indifferent to the formalism of religious services, Cardozo 
was a devout person in the fullest sense. In a commencement address to a 
group of young rabbis at the Jewish Institute of Religion, he urged the 
"submergence of self in the pursuit of ideals'; and emphasized that " the 
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readiness to spend oneself without measure . . . for something intuitively 
apprehended as great and noble . . . is what religion means." 
Cardozo did indeed "spend himself without measure" for the nobility 
and greatness of the law. And, once more like Hughes, these ideals of duty 
led Cardozo to the heights of professional, intellectual and spiritual attain-
ment. His scholarly writings were widely acclaimed. As Chief Judge of the 
New York Court of Appeals, and as an Associate Justice of the Supreme 
Court, he was recognized as one of the country's truly great jurists and 
legal philosophers. 
So much for the briefest of vignettes of these towering figures of our 
profession. Hughes retired as Chief Justice in 1941, at age 79, and lived in 
good health until he died in 1948. Cardozo retired from the bench in 1938 
and died in the same year. In the third of a century since the passing of 
these giants of the law, a great deal has happened to mankind and to our 
country. A score of speeches could be built around the tides of history that, 
in this short span of time, have altered society and perceptions of both the 
role of government and of the individual citizen. But I shall undertake no 
such broad excursions. My focus generally is on the influences of the home, 
the church and the school. In particular, I want you to think with me, for 
a few minutes, about the apparent weakening of these influences on our 
sense of duty and the obligations of citizenship. 
In his widely publicized June, 1978, address at Harvard, Alexander 
Solzhenitsyn took as his thesis the decadence of western civilization. 1 He 
no longer thinks that our civilizationr with its present characteristics, is a 
model to be copied elsewhere. He views with alarm the consequences of the 
unprecedented economic and technological development in the west and 
particularly in our country. He thinks these have created a degree of pros-
perity, and an overemphasis on leisure and personal gratification, that 
have weakened the moral and spiritual fiber of our people. 2 The pursuit of 
selfish materialism, he believes, has undermined our national will and 
courage, as well as respect for our own institutions. 
These are indeed melancholy thoughts. I repeat them here without 
endorsement. But they represent the views of perhaps the wisest philoso-
pher and social historian of this century. It would be imprudent to reject 
them out of hand. One of Solzhenitsyn's criticisms has special relevance 
to my subject this morning and to the legal profession. He thinks our 
system places excessive emphasis on "rights." I quote his words: 
1 Solzhenitsyn did not suggest that socialism - whether the Communism variety or some 
less autocratic form - is less decadent. He quite explicitly stated that "socialism, of any type 
and shade, lends [itself] to a total destruction of the human spirit, and to a leveling of 
mankind unto death." 
2 In terms of worldwide competition between the Soviet Union and the United States, Sol-
zhenitsyn compares the easy and self-indulgent life here with the comparatively hard and 
spartan life of Russian citizens. He thinks, as did the founders of our country, that toil, 
responsibility, duty and even hardship develop, and here I quote, "stronger, deeper and more 
interesting characters than those generated by standardized western well-being." 
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The defense of individual rights has reached such extremes as to make 
society as a whole defenseless against certain individuals. 
And in emphasizing our neglect of duty, Solihenitsyn said: 
_/ r. 
It is time, in the West, to defend not so much human rights as fiunfan 
obligations. ( : ' 
It would be difficult for a lawyer or judge trained in our traditi<tn and 
with our reverence for the Bill of Rights to accept the view that we are 
overly concerned with human freedom and the rights that the Constitution 
guarantees. None of us would accept that criticism standing a\one. If, 
however, Solzhenitsyn had made his point differently, many wcrulci agree. 
A society in which there were only rights and no duties would not long 
survive. Indeed, the rule of law assumes that rights and duti"es are correla-
tive. A first duty is to obey the law, and without general obedience there 
would be no rights. 
Solzhenitsyn was not speaking as a lawyer familiar with our system.3 
Rather, he was describing a state of mind: one that places self-interest, 
self-gratification and freedom to do as one chooses (without violating' a 
specific law) ahead of any duty to one's fellow man, to society generally 
and even to one's country. The latter and broader concept of duty of a 
citizen 's responsibility was exemplified strikingly by Hughes and Cardozo. 
The ideal of service should motivate lawyers, of all people. Thomas 
Jefferson once wrote: 
There is a debt of service due from every man to his country, proportioned 
to the bounties which nature and fortune have measured to him. 
The "bounties" bestowed upon lawyers in our country are measured large. 
We have received an exceptional education. We have a virtual monopoly 
on one of the three branches of government. We also are abundantly repre-
sented in the other two. As DeTocqueville observed: 
The government of democracy is favorable to the power [and influence] of 
lawyers.' 
Lawyers thus are privileged persons in our society. Although never ranking 
high in popularity polls, we occupy a place of influence that is unique. But 
we have no divine right to enjoy that place. We must continue constantly 
to merit it by effective leadership both in making our system of justice 
serve our people and in providing responsible leadership as citizens. 
To be sure, we have a special duty to protect the liberties guaranteed 
by the Bill of Rights. I suggest, however, that, as the careers of Charles 
' Our legal system provides essentially a negative concept of duty. The criminal code, for 
example, is a compendium of"thou shalt nots ." But even the legal system, apart from the 
general duty to obey the law, recognizes duties , e.g ., the tort law duty of reasonable care. The 
more meaningful and complete concept of duty - the one that I emphasize - recognizes 
societal obligations beyond legal ones. 
' l A . DETOCQUEVILLE, DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA 275 (1848). 
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Evans Hughes and Benjamin Nathan Cardozo teach us , we also have an 
equal responsibility to inspire by example a sense of duty to serve the 
common good. 
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